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Abstract: Stroke recovery is multifaceted and complex. Machine learning approaches have potential
to identify patterns of brain activity associated with clinical outcomes, providing new insights
into recovery. We aim to use machine learning to characterise the contribution of and potential
interaction between resting state functional connectivity networks in predicting touch discrimination
outcomes in a well-phenotyped, but small, stroke cohort. We interrogated and compared a suite of
automated machine learning approaches to identify patterns of brain activity associated with clinical
outcomes. Using feature reduction, the identification of combined ‘golden features’, and five-fold
cross-validation, two golden features patterns emerged. These golden features identified patterns
of resting state connectivity involving interactive relationships: 1. The difference between right
insula and right superior temporal lobe correlation and left cerebellum and vermis correlation; 2. The
ratio between right inferior temporal lobe and left cerebellum correlation and left frontal inferior
operculum and left supplementary motor area correlation. Our findings demonstrate evidence of
the potential for automated machine learning to provide new insights into brain network patterns
and their interactions associated with the prediction of quantitative touch discrimination outcomes,
through the automated identification of robust associations and golden feature brain patterns, even
in a small cohort of stroke survivors.

Keywords: stroke recovery; brain connectivity; somatosensation; prediction

1. Introduction

Stroke recovery and rehabilitation is a critical field of practice in healthcare, aiming
to restore and improve brain function, independence, and overall quality of life for indi-
viduals affected by stroke [1]. While traditional approaches in rehabilitation have shown
efficacy [2], recent advancements in machine learning, particularly artificial neural net-
works (ANN), open new avenues for personalised and optimised interventions [3,4]. The
demand for improved stroke rehabilitation methodologies is underscored by the need for
solutions that consider the intricacies of each person’s strengths and impairments and tailor
interventions accordingly.

In this paper, we explore the intersection of new insights from machine learning
and stroke recovery. In particular, we explore the relationship between advanced brain
imaging and clinical outcomes in a well-phenotyped stroke cohort [5]. Evidence suggests
that disruptions to network connectivity predict impairment in multiple behavioural
domains [6]. However, a common challenge when working with stroke survivors is
access to large numbers of survivors, especially when detailed neuroimaging and clinical
outcomes are required [7]. In this paper, we address and highlight the challenges and
significance of data size, model complexity, and hyperparameter tuning in stroke research.
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Artificial intelligence (AI) is a broad concept that refers to the development of computer
systems that are capable of simulating human intelligence [8]. Machine learning (ML) is
a subset of AI, focused on training algorithms to learn patterns from data and make
predictions or decisions without explicit programming [9]. Models are investigated for
their predictive power, with this index providing a means of benchmarking the value of the
model generated. In essence, ML is a key technology within the field of AI and contains the
concept of an error metric that the model can reference to gauge improvement in successive
training runs [10].

Automated machine learning (AutoML) refers to the process of automating the end-
to-end process of applying ML to real-world problems [11]. It involves automating tasks
such as data pre-processing, feature engineering, model selection, hyperparameter tuning,
and model evaluation. The goal is to create ML models with minimal manual intervention,
making it more accessible for individuals with limited ML expertise and reducing the time
taken to arrive at an accurate and reliable model. The final state is a balance between the
competing goals of specificity and bias.

Machine learning (ML) and automated machine learning (AutoML) represent trans-
formative approaches in the analysis of complex clinical data and the prediction of patient
outcomes. ML and AutoML can be used to identify interactions between several vari-
ables and detect useful information in clinical and imaging data [12]. Machine learning
models, such as random forest, logistic regression, and deep neural networks, have been
increasingly applied in medical research, including stroke rehabilitation [13]. For example,
these models are utilized for predicting functional recovery [14], predicting favourable
outcomes following an intervention [15], and individualising stroke rehabilitation [16],
typically employing a large amount of clinical and imaging data as input [13,17]. Addition-
ally, convolutional neural networks (CNNs), a subset of deep learning models, have been
employed for image analysis in stroke research, showcasing the ability to improve accuracy
in predicting motor functions and aiding in rehabilitation planning [13,18]. Together, these
studies provide evidence of robust brain–behaviour associations and demonstrate the value
and potential of using machine learning approaches, particularly when large volumes of
data are available. However, the selection and application of ML models are also often
reliant on known relationships and prior datasets to train models [13].

In the domain of stroke research, where data are often scarce and highly dimensional,
AutoML frameworks present a promising solution. These frameworks automate the process
of model selection, feature engineering, and hyperparameter tuning, aiming to develop
high-performing predictive models with minimal human intervention [19]. This has partic-
ular value when such parameters are not previously known or established for a particular
population, such as stroke. By benchmarking various AutoML tools against traditional
ML approaches, studies have demonstrated the potential of AutoML in enhancing disease
prediction, including stroke outcome prediction, based on clinical and imaging data [19].

In the current study, we investigated different ML approaches to examining brain
networks (functional brain imaging data) and their ability to predict clinical outcomes. The
stroke cohort investigated is known as the START cohort (STroke imAging pRevention and
Treatment) [5]. The cohort includes survivors of stroke over the first year post-stroke, from
within hours after their stroke to 3 days, 3 months, and 12 months post-stroke. A subset
of the START cohort received advanced imaging at 3 months and 12 months post-stroke.
This included structural and functional MRI brain imaging. Here, we focus on functional
brain imaging data, specifically resting state functional connectivity, given its potential to
predict clinical outcomes [5]. Disruptions to functional resting state network connectivity
have predicted impairment across multiple behavioural domains, with both specific and
general changes in network patterns [6]. For example, Siegel et al. found an association
between specific functional resting state brain networks and attention, visual memory,
verbal memory, and language domains in a sample of 132 stroke survivors. They did not,
however, investigate a relationship with somatosensation.
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We focus on the prediction of quantitative touch discrimination in the hands (contrale-
sional and/or ipsilesional) of stroke survivors as the clinical outcome of interest at 3 months
and 12 months post-stroke. The impairment of body sensations (somatosensation), including
changes in the ability to discriminate touch sensations, is experienced by one in two survivors
of stroke [20]. Evidence-based therapy is available to treat this impairment [21]. However, the
potential for new personalised and optimised interventions based on the knowledge of neural
networks and interactions between them has not been fully investigated. Evidence of altered
functional connectivity has been reported in a stroke cohort within four pre-defined regions of
the somatosensory network, i.e., the primary (S1) and secondary (S2) somatosensory cortices
in both hemispheres [22]. This cohort of chronic stroke survivors had ongoing, and often
marked, impairment of somatosensation, specifically touch discrimination. In comparison, the
current stroke cohort has a wide range of impairments, many patients are defined as having
mild stroke according to the National Institute of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) [23], and touch
discrimination was tested at specific times post-stroke (3 and 12 months). We use the tactile
discrimination test (TDT) to quantify touch discrimination impairment [24,25]. To explore the
complex effects of stroke on brain networks, this study introduces an innovative analytical
approach centered on the identification and analysis of ‘golden features’. These features,
derived from the mathematical manipulation of brain area correlations, represent a novel
method of examining the multi-level interactions within post-stroke brain networks. The
concept of golden features represents a pivotal innovation, particularly in the context of
stroke rehabilitation research. These features are constructed through the mathematical
manipulation—addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division—of existing correlations
between brain areas. This methodology allows for the extraction of nuanced patterns of con-
nectivity that might be obscured in direct, untransformed correlations [26,27]. Essentially,
‘golden features’ embody the complex interplay between different regions and networks of
the brain, offering a more dynamic perspective on how stroke impacts neural networks.
By defining and leveraging these ‘golden features’, our research aims not only to provide
deeper insights into the impact of stroke on complex and interacting brain networks but
also to pave the way for more personalised and effective rehabilitation strategies.

In summary, our overall aim is to characterise the contribution of and potential inter-
action between functional connectivity brain networks in predicting clinical outcomes after
stroke. Our results may lead to the possibility of personalised approaches to achieve en-
hanced outcomes for stroke survivors. Specifically, we use machine learning to characterise
the contribution of functional connectivity networks in predicting touch discrimination
outcomes in a well-phenotyped, but small, stroke cohort, the START cohort [5]. ML is
selected as the approach given its ability to recognise patterns in complex data. While
we recognise that stroke is a multifaceted condition, and a range of factors likely impact
clinical outcomes, our focus here is on use of AutoML to recognise robust brain patterns
that would otherwise be hidden in the complexity of brain data to maximise prediction
and interpretability.

In stroke research, due to the population and heterogeneous impairments experienced
following stroke, numbers are often small, and it is difficult to create large datasets for
training models. This makes model selection and feature reduction much more critical than
in fields where more data are available. Therefore, in this study, we employed the MLjar
AutoML package [28], which compares multiple variations of random forest, extra trees,
LightGBM, Xgboost, CatBoost, and ANN ML algorithms to a baseline value. Our approach
involves four main steps: preprocessing and the selection of initial models correlating
brain imaging and clinical data; the identification and selection of features (brain regions
that are correlated) that predict clinical outcomes, including new ‘golden features’ based
on a combination of selected features; the optimisation of algorithms; and final ensemble
or the stacking of multiple models. Features selected will then be interpreted relative to
putative brain networks, and implications will be considered. The potential to glean new
insights through the identification of ‘golden features’ that are derived from complex brain
connectivity data and across multiple levels of relationship is clearly evident.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants

Participants from the STroke imAging pRevention and Treatment (START) study [5] that
had advanced neuroimaging and quantitative clinical outcome data, including the Tactile
Discrimination Test (TDT), were included in the study. Participants were recruited con-
secutively from metropolitan hospitals in Melbourne that had specialised stroke units. El-
igibility criteria required participants to be diagnosed with acute ischaemic stroke, aged
18 years or older, English-speaking, and with no significant premorbid disability as deter-
mined by a modified Rankin Scale (mRS) score ≤ 2. All participants who had advanced brain
imaging scans at 3 months and 12 months post-stroke (n = 60) were included in the sample.
Demographic and clinical information about the study participants can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Demographic and clinical data regarding study participants.

Age in years Mean (SD) 62.71 (13.23)

Sex M/F 18/42

Lesion Location left/right/bilateral/unknown 21/31/1/7

TDT score (AUC, first tested hand) Mean (SD) 58.14 (20.33)
Abbreviations: TDT = tactile discrimination test (score is percentage correct area under the curve [AUC], the
criterion of normality is 66.1 AUC, with lower scores indicating poorer performance [22]).

2.2. Tactile Discrimination

The tactile discrimination test (TDT) is a quantitative measure of touch or texture
discrimination designed for use with survivors of stroke [25]. The test involves assessing
an individual’s ability to perceive and distinguish between finely graded plastic texture
grids using a three-alternative forced choice design [25]. The stimulus is a texture grating
marked by ridges at set spatial intervals. Five different sets range from small to large
differences, with each presented 5 times in a random order. The participant is required
to tactually explore the sets of triplet texture grids with their preferred finger (index or
middle) and indicate the one that is different. Testing typically takes 10–20 min per hand
depending on sensorimotor control and rests required. This task evaluates the extent of
somatosensory impairment in terms of the precision and accuracy with which individuals
can perceive and discriminate touch stimuli. The TDT is scored as percent correct response
using the area under the curve (AUC), while accounting for chance response [29]. The
probability of correct response is mapped for each of the stimulus triplet sets. The standard
grid for each stimulus set is 1500 µm, and the five comparison stimuli are 1550, 1700, 2100,
2600, and 3000 µm. Scores above chance range from 0 to 100, and 66.1 AUC is the defined
criterion of abnormality, with lower scores indicating poorer performance [22,25,29]. The
TDT has high test–retest reliability, normative standards, and excellent discriminative
properties [25]. The normative standards and scoring were recently updated, including
for the 25 stimuli test version used in this study [24]. The association between touch
discrimination capacity, using the TDT, and brain regions and networks has been previously
established in neuroimaging studies with older healthy controls [30] and in a different
cohort of stroke survivors [16,22,31,32].

2.3. Design

Each participant was scanned at two time points, 3 months (90 ± 7 days) and
12 months (365 ± 7 days) post-stroke [5], and the TDT was administered at the time
of the scan or within 48 h. The TDT was administered to the left and right hand, typically
with the ipsilesional hand tested first. TDT scores of the first tested hand were used in the
current analysis. This included scores ranging from 7.69 AUC to 100 AUC, with the right
hand tested first for 36 participants and the left for 24 participants.
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2.4. Resting State Preprocessing and Analysis

A customised data cleaning pipeline optimised for the preprocessing of stroke data was
constructed [22]. The pipeline used functions from DCMstack https://github.com/moloney/
dcmstack (accessed on 6 April 2017), Analysis of Functional NeuroImages (AFNI) [33], SPM12
v6685 http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/ (accessed on 6 April 2017), Ad-
vanced Normalization Tools (ANTs) [34], Numpy [35], Scipy [36], and Nibabel https://github.
com/nipy/nibabel (accessed on 6 April 2017), combined under the NiPype framework [37].
Anatomical image preprocessing consisted of segmentation using the new segmentation
method and coregistration to the mean EPI image [22]. White matter and cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) masks were created by thresholding the segmented white matter and CSF
images at 0.99 and eroding two times using a 3 × 3 × 3 mm structure element to minimise
partial volume effects. Normalisation to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space was
achieved by transforming an MNI space 3 × 3 × 3 mm template image to subject space and
then using the inverse transformation matrix to warp the T1 image from subject space to
MNI space. Stroke participants had their FLAIR and lesion mask included in the pipeline,
which were coregistered to the T1 image and coregistered to the EPI image [22].

Prior to preprocessing, we conducted a systematic, visual quality inspection of each
participant’s resting state data. Participants were excluded if their data were shown to have
consistent, excessive motion or noticeable distortions. No participants were excluded on this
basis. The preprocessing of EPI data included despiking, slice timing correction to the central
slice, and realignment to the first volume. Motion- and physiological-related artefacts were
regressed from the data using the Friston 24 parameter model [38] and aCompCor [39], taking
the top five components each for white matter and CSF mask extracted signals. The global
signal from within the brain mask was also regressed. This can help attenuate residual motion
and physiological effects not removed by prior cleaning [40].

2.5. Identification and Definition of Brain Regions

The Automated Anatomical Labelling (AAL) Atlas [41] is a widely used brain atlas
in neuroimaging research. It provides a predefined set of 116 anatomical regions, each
associated with specific brain structures or functional areas. Researchers use the AAL Atlas
to partition the brain into distinct regions, facilitating the analysis and interpretation of
neuroimaging data, particularly when using techniques such as functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging (fMRI). Functional correlation matrices were generated for each participant
and timepoint using the preprocessed functional data.

Correlation matrices constructed from fMRI scans represent the functional connectivity
between different brain regions. In the context of fMRI, these matrices capture the degree
to which the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal fluctuations in one brain region
correlate with those in another. By examining these correlation patterns, researchers gain
insights into the synchronised activity and communication between different brain areas,
aiding in the understanding of functional networks and neural processes.

2.6. Correlation Matrices to ML Dataset Preprocessing

The correlation matrices for each of the 60 participants were initially flattened, and
repeated correlations were removed (i.e., the upper triangle), as well as the central diagonal,
giving 120 examples of scans with a corresponding TDT score from the affected hand. Thus,
the total data for training were 120 rows × 6670 columns, and the targets for prediction and
scoring were 120 corresponding TDT scores. A train test split of 75% was performed with
sklearn, and the selection of model, tuning of hyperparameters, and creation of additional
features were performed with 75% of the data, with 25% of the data held aside as testing
data. The data were stratified by time point to ensure a similar mix of 3 month and 12 month
data in both training and testing data. The information about the data collection time point
was not included in the training data.

https://github.com/moloney/dcmstack
https://github.com/moloney/dcmstack
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/
https://github.com/nipy/nibabel
https://github.com/nipy/nibabel
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2.7. Auto ML Approach

The AutoML research model as described in the MLjar-supervised package is depicted
in Figure 1. The figure depicts the four main process steps involved: preprocessing and
initial models; feature engineering; optimization; and ensembling.

Preprocessing and Initial Models Feature Engineering Optimization Ensembling

Simple
Algorithms

Default
Algorithms

Not So
Random

Golden
Features

Insert
Random
Feature

Features
Selection

Hill Climb-
ing 1

Hill Climb-
ing 2

Ensemble

Figure 1. Flow diagram of AutoML research model and steps involved.

The MLjar-supervised package is a wrapper for Auto-sklearn, which is an AutoML
module from the widely used Scikit-Learn package and was chosen for its thorough
management of ML operations, i.e., ML-Ops ability [42]. It has a multi-tiered approach
that is thorough and efficient. The first step is explain, which identifies suitable models
from baseline, linear, decision tree, random forest, Xgboost, ‘neural network’ algorithms,
and ensemble and establishes a baseline accuracy. The second step is perform, which uses
five-fold cross-validation and includes learning curves and importance plots in reports.

A key step in processing small data sets is feature reduction [43]. The software package
selected involves both feature reduction as well as the identification of ‘golden features’,
defined as a combination of emergent features that improve the model [44]. The main steps
involved in the process of selecting the best algorithms are ‘explain’ and ‘perform’. Explain
performs an initial quick exploratory data analysis with various models and compares them
to a baseline value. This identifies which models are likely to perform well. Perform (which
was run with a time budget of 24 h), performs data preprocessing, the identification of
‘golden features’, the selection of high-performing features, and parameter tuning. A further
value of using this approach is that it permits automated comparison across algorithmic
approaches that are filtered and tested and, as purported on the website, may be used and
interpreted by ‘machine learning non-experts’ (https://mljar.com/automl/, accessed on
5 August 2023).

2.8. Golden Features

Golden features is the name given to high-performing derived features by the MLjar-
supervised package. They are combinations and permutations of pairs of features from the
dataset. Pairs of original features are added, subtracted, divided, and multiplied to create
new features. These new features are then assessed by decision tree analysis and those that
perform well are added to the data.

https://mljar.com/automl/
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2.9. Feature Selection

Feature selection was then performed on the original features and the created golden
features using permutation-based feature importance, a robust statistical method that
assesses the importance of individual features within predictive models [45,46]. The
calculation of feature ‘importance’ score is performed by assessing the contribution of
a feature to the prediction error, Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) score for the model.
Permutation testing involves systematically shuffling the values of each feature across the
dataset to break the original association between the features and the target outcomes. The
performance of the model is then re-evaluated with the permuted data, and the change in
model accuracy is measured. This process is repeated multiple times to obtain a distribution
of performance scores for each feature, thereby estimating the significance of each feature’s
contribution to the model’s predictive power. The importance of permutation testing lies
in its non-parametric nature, offering a model-agnostic and reliable measure of feature
relevance without assuming an underlying distribution. This method is crucial for our
analysis as it helps in identifying ‘golden features’ that hold the most predictive value for
understanding touch discrimination outcomes post-stroke, ensuring that our findings are
not artefacts of random chance but are truly indicative of underlying neural processes [47].
By employing permutation testing, we ensure the robustness and reliability of the features
identified by our AutoML approach, providing a solid foundation for the subsequent
interpretation of these features within the context of stroke rehabilitation.

2.10. Hyperparameter Tuning

The goal of hyperparameter tuning is to find the combination of parameters that
results in the most effective and accurate model for a given task or dataset. Hyperparameter
tuning involves optimising the configuration settings, known as hyperparameters, of a
machine learning model to achieve the better performance of the predictive model [48].
These hyperparameters are not learned from the data but are set prior to the training
process. Achieving this goal is important as correct hyperparameter tuning is at least as
important as model architecture selection [49]. Finally, a five-fold cross-validation was
used in the training runs, and RMSE was used as the error metric, where the sum of the
difference between the model’s predicted value for the TDT score and the actual TDT score
are calculated.

2.11. Cross-Validation

To ensure the reliability and generalisability of our machine learning models, we
employed five-fold cross-validation, a widely recognised method for evaluating the per-
formance of predictive models [50,51]. This technique involves partitioning the original
dataset into five equal or nearly equal subsets. In each iteration of the process, four subsets
are combined and used to train the model, while the remaining subset is used as a test set
to evaluate model performance. This procedure is repeated five times, with each subset
serving as the test set exactly once. The advantage of five-fold cross-validation lies in its
ability to provide a more accurate estimate of model performance across different subsets
of the data, minimising the potential bias that could result from a single train test split. Fur-
thermore, this approach maximises both the training and testing data’s utilisation, essential
in contexts like stroke research where datasets may be limited in size. By averaging the
performance metrics across the five iterations, we obtain a comprehensive overview of the
model’s predictive performance and robustness, ensuring that our findings are not merely
a result of particular data partitioning but are reflective of the model’s true capability to
generalise across unseen data [52]. The application of five-fold cross-validation in our anal-
ysis supports the reliability of the ‘golden features’ identified by the AutoML framework,
reinforcing the validity of our conclusions regarding their significance for post-stroke touch
discrimination outcomes.
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3. Results

The selection of models for inclusion in the AutoML approach is first determined
relative to a baseline RMSE score. While this baseline model is not expected to perform
well, it is performed to provide an error score that the score of more complex models can
be compared to. A baseline score of RMSE 20.22 was established by calculating the error
when the mean TDT score is used as a prediction for every case; this score is represented by
a red line in Figure 2.

LightGBM, Xgboost, CatBoost, neural network, and random forest models were
trained and evaluated. No linear models passed the requirements of the exploratory stage
of MLjar and were not included in the models trained in the ’perform’ stage.

A comparison between the RMSE score achieved, grouped by model type, can be seen
in Figure 2. These results show that ANN performed poorly, or at least inconsistently, com-
pared to other model architectures and often performed worse than baseline (RMSE 20.22).
This is not surprising given the limited amount of data for training, as neural networks are
known to have poor performance without a large amount of training data. Light gradient
boosting machine (LightGBM) performed consistently well, to the point where an attempt
at creating an ensemble, by combining high-performing trained models, did no better than
a single LightGBM model with feature selection and golden features achieved on its own.

Figure 2. Model performance comparison.

The four most important features across the five folds for the best-performing LightGBM
model with golden feature, selected features, and hill climbing steps applied (23_Light-
GBM_GF_SF_HC1) can be seen in Figure 3. The two features with the highest mean impor-
tance scores were the derived ‘golden features’. These relationships appeared across all of
the folds of the cross-validation, providing evidence of the robustness of the relationship
between these correlations and the TDT score. Thus, the process of creating derived or golden
features found combinations that performed well and warrant further exploration for their
efficacy in directing rehabilitation efforts and the prediction of likely recovery outcomes.
The golden feature with the highest mean feature importance (0.36) involved a difference in
correlation between the right insula and right superior temporal region (Insula_R <=> Tempo-
ral_Sup_R) and correlation between area 3 of the left cerebellum and vermis (Cerebelum_3_L
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<=> Vermis_1_2). The golden feature with the second highest mean feature importance (0.21)
was based on the ratio of the correlation between the right inferior temporal lobe and left
cerebellum (Temporal_Inf_R <=> Cerebelum_7b_L) and the left frontal inferior operculum
and left supplementary motor area (Frontal_Inf_Oper_L <=> Supp_Motor_Area_L). These
golden features contain information that are valuable predictors of the achieved TDT score
across the majority of the group. These interactions between correlations were more valuable
predictors of TDT scores than any other single correlation.

Figure 3. Feature importance across the five learners, which correspond to the five folds of the
cross-validation, in the best-performing LightGBM model with golden features, selected features,
and hill climbing steps applied (23_LightGBM_GF_SF_HC1).
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A table of all of the models trained, training steps involved, and RMSE achieved can be
seen in Table 2. Table 2 compares various machine learning models based on their RMSE
scores. Models are organised by type and the optimisation strategies applied, showcasing
their performance across different enhancement steps. An asterisk (*) indicates the model
with the lowest RMSE in each step. Numbers at the start of the configuration name are used
to differentiate new models of the same type from previous models that performed well
and have extra steps applied, eg., 1_Default_LightGBM and 1_Default_LightGBM_GF_SF
(the same model with golden features and selected features).

The specific hyperparameters for each model can be seen in Appendix A.
A plot of predicted values vs. residuals for the best-performing LightGBM model

(23_LightGBM_GF_SF_HC1) can be seen in Figure 4, and no obvious pattern in the error
is present.

Table 2. Comparative performance of machine learning models.

Strategy Configuration Type RMSE

Default
1_Default_LightGBM LightGBM 20.88 *

2_Default_Xgboost Xgboost 21.05
3_Default_CatBoost CatBoost 21.16

4_Default_NeuralNetwork Neural Network 45.64
5_Default_RandomForest Random Forest 21.56

Not_So_Random
6_Xgboost_NSR Xgboost 21.04
7_Xgboost_NSR Xgboost 21.23

10_LightGBM_NSR LightGBM 21.29
11_LightGBM_NSR LightGBM 20.96
14_CatBoost_NSR CatBoost 21.19
15_CatBoost_NSR CatBoost 21.37

18_RandomForest_NSR Random Forest 21.34
19_RandomForest_NSR Random Forest 20.86 *

22_NeuralNetwork_NSR Neural Network 65.83

Golden_Features
1_Default_LightGBM_GF LightGBM 19.37 *
11_LightGBM_NSR_GF LightGBM 19.59

19_RandomForest_NSR_GF Random Forest 20.86

Insert_Random_Feature
1_Default_LightGBM_GF_RF LightGBM 19.27

Selected_Features
1_Default_LightGBM_GF_SF LightGBM 15.86 *

4_Default_NeuralNetwork_SF Neural Network 22.56
6_Xgboost_NSR_SF Xgboost 21.04

19_RandomForest_NSR_GF_SF Random Forest 20.09

Hill_Climbing_1
23_LightGBM_GF_SF_HC1 LightGBM 15.65 *

24_LightGBM_GF_HC1 LightGBM 19.15
25_RandomForest_GF_SF_HC1 Random Forest 20.09

26_RandomForest_GF_HC1 Random Forest 20.86
27_Xgboost_SF_HC1 Xgboost 21.04
28_Xgboost_SF_HC1 Xgboost 21.04

29_Xgboost_HC1 Xgboost 21.05
30_Xgboost_HC1 Xgboost 21.05
31_CatBoost_HC1 CatBoost 21.29
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Table 2. Cont.

Strategy Configuration Type RMSE

Hill_Climbing_2
32_LightGBM_GF_SF_HC2 LightGBM 15.92
33_LightGBM_GF_SF_HC2 LightGBM 15.65 *
34_LightGBM_GF_SF_HC2 LightGBM 15.76
35_LightGBM_GF_SF_HC2 LightGBM 15.86

36_RandomForest_GF_SF_HC2 Random Forest 20.09
37_RandomForest_GF_SF_HC2 Random Forest 20.00
38_RandomForest_GF_SF_HC2 Random Forest 20.09
39_RandomForest_GF_SF_HC2 Random Forest 20.00

40_Xgboost_SF_HC2 Xgboost 21.99
41_Xgboost_SF_HC2 Xgboost 19.62
42_Xgboost_SF_HC2 Xgboost 21.96
43_Xgboost_SF_HC2 Xgboost 19.62

48_NeuralNetwork_SF_HC2 Neural Network 21.58
49_NeuralNetwork_SF_HC2 Neural Network 21.60

50_NeuralNetwork_HC2 Neural Network 22.32
51_NeuralNetwork_HC2 Neural Network 97.35

Ensemble
Ensemble Ensemble 15.65

* The model with the lowest RMSE at each step; Default: default hyperparameters; NSR: not so
random—performs random search over a pre-defined set of hyperparameters; RF: random feature—the in-
troduction of a feature consisting of random data as part of the feature selection procedure; GF: golden
features—combinations of pairs of original features using functions like addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division; SF: selected features—uses permutation-based feature selection; HC1 and HC2: hill climbing 1 and
2—a model is selected for further tuning, then only one randomly selected hyperparameter from its setting is
changed. The selected hyperparameter will be changed in two directions; Ensemble: a weighted combination of
high-performing models to improve the score.

Figure 4. Predicted vs. residuals for the best-performing LightGBM model with golden features,
selected features, and hill climbing steps applied (23_LightGBM_GF_SF_HC1).
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4. Discussion

ML approaches are providing new insights into complex systems and neuroscience [53].
Here, we interrogate and demonstrate the ability of a suite of machine learning approaches
to identify patterns of brain activity associated with clinical outcomes in a relatively small
cohort of stroke survivors. Using AutoML (https://mljar.com/automl/, accessed on
5 August 2023), we compared six candidate approaches and applied algorithms. Both
feature reduction and the identification of ‘golden features’ were involved, together with
five-fold cross-validation. LightGBM, which utilises a gradient boosting framework [54],
emerged as the best candidate for this stroke cohort proof-of-concept data set.

In merging machine learning (ML) with stroke research, ’prediction’ serves a distinct
role. Unlike clinical predictions focused on prognoses, ML predictions evaluate how well
models capture underlying data patterns—specifically, the relationship between brain
network features and TDT scores post-stroke. The predictive performance of our models
is not aimed at forecasting individual outcomes but at assessing the model’s accuracy in
reflecting complex data relationships, such as with resting state connectivity data. This
is crucial for confidence in identifying significant ‘golden features’ in brain networks and
understanding recovery mechanisms, which can inform targeted rehabilitation strategies.
The goal is to harness these models as analytical tools, providing insights into stroke
recovery’s neural underpinnings. Such insights pave the way for interventions based on a
nuanced understanding of post-stroke neural recovery, bridging the gap between ML and
clinical applications. Thus, our findings, which focus on predictive accuracy, are a means
to deepen our understanding of stroke recovery, guiding future rehabilitation efforts with
data-driven precision. This marks a step towards innovative progress in stroke recovery
research, leveraging ML to illuminate the complexities of neural impairment and recovery.

The derivation of ‘golden features’ from basic correlation metrics mirrors the inher-
ent complexity of brain networks themselves. Such networks are not merely linear or
additive in nature but encompass interactions that might be compensatory, synergistic, or
inhibitory [55,56]. For example, a diminished functional connectivity between two brain
regions post-stroke might be offset by enhanced connectivity in another part of the net-
work, a dynamic interplay that ‘golden features’ are uniquely positioned to capture [57,58].
Moreover, the value of ‘golden features’ extends beyond their descriptive power; they
also hold prognostic significance. By identifying specific patterns of network disruption
or reorganization, these features can predict clinical outcomes with greater accuracy than
traditional measures [59]. This predictive capability not only informs the development
of targeted therapeutic interventions but also facilitates a more personalised approach to
stroke rehabilitation, tailoring treatments to the individual’s unique neural landscape [60].

Two ‘golden feature’ patterns emerged based on the highest mean feature importance
of the five folds of the cross-validation (0.36 and 0.21) for the LightGBM model. The
brain regions associated involved the difference between the right insula and right supe-
rior temporal region correlation and area 3 of the left cerebellum and vermis correlation
(0.36 importance), as well as the ratio between the right inferior temporal lobe and left
cerebellum correlation and the left frontal inferior operculum and left supplementary mo-
tor area correlation (0.21 importance). Interestingly, the association between right insula
and right superior temporal was based on the difference between the strength of these
correlations. The two remaining features had mean feature importance across the five folds
of the cross-validation of 0.10 and 0.13, respectively, and involved relationships between
the right frontal interior orbital region and right insula (0.13 importance) and between
the left hippocampus and right cerebellum (0.10 importance). These ‘golden features’ and
correlations identified, which are based on patterns of resting state brain activity across
neural networks, provide new insights in predicting touch discrimination in a cohort of
stroke survivors in the first year post-stroke, as discussed below, and demonstrate the
potential value of this machine learning approach.

Although ANNs have shown great promise in many areas of ML, ANNs typically
require larger amounts of data compared to classical ML models [61]. This is because

https://mljar.com/automl/
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ANNs, especially deep learning models, have a high number of parameters that need to be
optimised, and a large dataset helps prevent overfitting and allows the model to generalise
well to unseen data [61]. In comparison, classical ML models, such as decision trees or
linear regression, may perform reasonably well with smaller datasets, as they have fewer
parameters and dependencies to learn. The architecture of the best-performing model type,
LightGBM, is a machine learning library that provides algorithms which utilise a gradient
boosting framework. This model essentially ignores a significant proportion of data with
small gradients in favour of features with larger gradients, as these features play a more
important role in prediction accuracy. Gradient-based one-side sampling (GOSS) can obtain
quite an accurate estimation of the information gain with a much smaller data size. This
approach is particularly useful in a situation like stroke studies when data amounts are
likely to be restricted.

The AutoML approach allows a thoroughness that would be difficult and time-
consuming to achieve manually. This thorough and systematic testing of models and
parameters, along with the creation of new features and dimensionality reduction, has
resulted in a high-performing model that may not have been arrived at without using the
AutoML approach. In addition to the discovery of this particular combination of model
architecture and parameters, the time taken to arrive at a model was also significantly
reduced compared to manually running each step of the analysis.

The first ‘golden feature’ grouping pattern with highest mean feature importance
(0.36), involved the difference between the strength of correlation between the right insula
and right superior temporal lobe relative to the left cerebellum and vermis correlation.
The insula and the medial temporal lobe are directly connected through white matter
fibres, which connect the entire insular cortex with the temporal pole and the amygdaloid
complex [62]. The large-scale connectivity of the insula cortex positions it to play an impor-
tant role in processing and integrating internal and external multisensory stimuli. Further,
distinct insula subregions are associated with particular neural networks (e.g., attentional
and sensorimotor networks) [63], consistent with the importance of this connected region
in the tactile discrimination of textured surfaces. The involvement of the right hemisphere
is also consistent with the hypothesis that the right hemisphere plays a dominant role in
tactile discrimination function and suggests the need for further systematic investigation.
The left cerebellum and vermis (median portion of the cerebellum) were also associated
and identified within this ‘golden feature’ combination. The cerebellum is involved in
sensorimotor operations, cognitive tasks and affective processes [64]. In an earlier study
of a different cohort of stroke survivors with somatosensory impairment, we found that
clinical improvement in touch discrimination was associated with stronger correlations at
6 months between the contralesional thalamus and cerebellum [65]. Moreover, evidence of
remote tract-specific reductions in axonal connectivity indicated by diffusion imaging mea-
sures suggest a model of losing connecting fibres in the cerebellum and interhemispheric
sensorimotor areas in the somatosensory network after a stroke [31].

The second ‘golden feature’ grouping with the second highest mean importance value
of 0.21 identified the ratio involving the relationship between the right temporal and left
cerebellum and left frontal operculum and supplementary motor area (SMA). This grouping
is a valuable predictor of the achieved TDT score across the majority of the group. The
involvement of these connected regions is consistent with cerebro–cerebellar interactions
involved in perceptual and motor aspects of temporal processing and the simulation of
timing information through feed-forward computation in the cerebellum [66]. The second
grouping also involved an association between the left inferior frontal operculum and SMA.
The SMA is connected to the frontal lobe and opercular region via the superior longitudinal
fasciculus [67]. The touch function of the ipsilesional hand has been associated with the
superior longitudinal fasciculus after stroke [31], and the pre-SMA has been shown to have
somatosensory organisation [68].

Other regions that were identified as being associated with TDT outcomes were the
right frontal inferior orbital region and right insula (0.13 importance) and left hippocam-
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pus and right cerebellum (0.10 importance). The right orbitofrontal cortex has extensive
connections with sensory areas, as well as limbic system structure, and may have a specific
role in attending to tactile stimuli [69]. Differential links with pain and pain-related areas
are also reported [70]. Finally, the hippocampus and cerebellum are functionally connected
in a bidirectional manner such that the cerebellum can influence hippocampal activity
and vice versa [71]. Functional connectivity between the cerebellum and somatosensory
area has also been associated with the attenuation of self-generated touch [72], and the
hippocampus has been associated with the ownership of one’s limb [73]. Together, our
findings are consistent with a distributed model of somatosensory processing, wherein
multiple networks are involved in separate subfunctions [73].

Finally, using automated ML, we have demonstrated new insights to functional con-
nectivity networks associated with clinical outcomes, specifically touch discrimination, after
stroke. This approach has identified brain regions and patterns of connectivity, i.e., com-
bined ‘golden features’, that have importance in predicting clinical outcomes, beyond the
predictions that are possible via manual human investigation. The next step, as highlighted
in this Special Issue on the applications of AI in neuroscience, is to investigate the following
question: how might we apply these new insights in clinical practice to personalise stroke
recovery and rehabilitation? For example, the right insula and its correlated connections
were identified as having an important role in two of the ’golden feature’ groupings for
stroke survivors with either right or left hemisphere lesions. This connected region plays
an important role in multisensory integration. If this region is infarcted by the stroke in
an individual, it might directly impact touch discrimination function. Alternatively, touch
discrimination might also be indirectly impacted via interruption to correlated parts of
the network. Conversely, if not impacted, this residual strength in the network could
be manipulated in therapy, via its known behavioural function, to enhance cross-modal
calibration and multisensory integration. Thus, the knowledge of the importance of these
connected regions and networks has the potential to not only predict clinical outcome for
an individual but also personalise treatment.

The predictive analysis between brain networks and clinical outcomes reported was
conducted using functional resting state connectivity data. A high-quality dataset is a pre-
requisite for obtaining robust analysis results when using image data and ML [13,74]. While
the limitations of resting state functional connectivity as a method are well known [74],
using this method in stroke adds another layer of complexity to the analysis [75]. While
no method is able to completely remove the associated artefacts, the pipeline used in this
study [22] was developed specifically to minimise structural and functional changes that
may be present as a result of stroke, as well as general sources of noise present in resting
state fMRI. This, coupled with the quality of the imaging data, helps support the robust
nature of our findings.

5. Conclusions

Automated machine learning can identify patterns of brain network activity associ-
ated with quantitative touch discrimination in survivors of stroke. A comparison across
six candidate AutoML approaches revealed the best-performing algorithm for this stroke
cohort (LightGBM), with the subsequent identification of two ‘golden feature’ patterns
involving brain regions and networks putatively associated with touch discrimination. The
potential to use this automated ML approach to predict quantitative clinical outcomes and
identify associated brain networks and interacting brain networks, even with a small sam-
ple of stroke survivors, is demonstrated. The value of this approach lies in the following:
the automation of model selection; the identification of correlated activity between brain
imaging and clinical data filtered for robust associations; feature selection with the naming
of brain regions; and the identification of ‘golden features’ that represent derived combined
brain patterns based on decision tree analysis. Thus, the process is rigorous, provides an
outcome based on fused data, and is able to be applied in small cohorts, as was the case in
the current analysis. This approach has the potential to provide new insights into stroke
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recovery, as demonstrated in the identification of brain networks with correlated brain
activity associated with clinical outcomes at 3 months and 12 months post-stroke.
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Appendix A. Model Hyperparameters

Appendix A.1. Summary of 1_Default_LightGBM

LightGBM
-n_jobs:
−1
-objective: regression
-num_leaves: 63
-learning_rate: 0.05
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-feature_fraction: 0.9
-bagging_fraction: 0.9
-min_data_in_leaf: 10
-metric: rmse
-custom_eval_metric_name: None
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.2. Summary of 2_Default_Xgboost

Extreme Gradient Boosting (Xgboost)
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: reg:squarederror
-eta: 0.075
-max_depth: 6
-min_child_weight: 1
-subsample: 1.0
-colsample_bytree: 1.0
-eval_metric: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.3. Summary of 3_Default_CatBoost

CatBoost
-n_jobs: −1
-learning_rate: 0.1
-depth: 6
-rsm: 1
-loss_function: RMSE
-eval_metric: RMSE
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.4. Summary of 4_Default_NeuralNetwork

Neural Network
-n_jobs: −1
-dense_1_size: 32
-dense_2_size: 16
-learning_rate: 0.05
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.5. Summary of 5_Default_RandomForest

Random Forest
-n_jobs: −1
-criterion: squared_error
-max_features: 0.9
-min_samples_split: 30
-max_depth: 4
-eval_metric_name: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.6. Summary of 10_LightGBM

LightGBM
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: regression
-num_leaves: 15
-learning_rate: 0.05
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-feature_fraction: 0.8
-bagging_fraction: 0.5
-min_data_in_leaf: 50
-metric: rmse
-custom_eval_metric_name: None
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.7. Summary of 6_Xgboost

Extreme Gradient Boosting (Xgboost)
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: reg:squarederror
-eta: 0.075
-max_depth: 8
-min_child_weight: 5
-subsample: 1.0
-colsample_bytree: 1.0
-eval_metric: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.8. Summary of 14_CatBoost

CatBoost
-n_jobs: −1
-learning_rate: 0.05
-depth: 8
-rsm: 0.8
-loss_function: RMSE
-eval_metric: RMSE
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.9. Summary of 18_RandomForest

Random Forest
-n_jobs: −1
-criterion: squared_error
-max_features: 0.5
-min_samples_split: 20
-max_depth: 4
-eval_metric_name: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.10. Summary of 22_NeuralNetwork

Neural Network
-n_jobs: −1
-dense_1_size: 32
-dense_2_size: 4
-learning_rate: 0.05
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.11. Summary of 11_LightGBM

LightGBM
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: regression
-num_leaves: 63
-learning_rate: 0.2
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-feature_fraction: 0.5
-bagging_fraction: 1.0
-min_data_in_leaf: 10
-metric: rmse
-custom_eval_metric_name: None
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.12. Summary of 7_Xgboost

Extreme Gradient Boosting (Xgboost)
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: reg:squarederror
-eta: 0.1
-max_depth: 8
-min_child_weight: 1
-subsample: 1.0
-colsample_bytree: 1.0
-eval_metric: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.13. Summary of 15_CatBoost

CatBoost
-n_jobs: −1
-learning_rate: 0.1
-depth: 8
-rsm: 1.0
-loss_function: MAE
-eval_metric: RMSE
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.14. Summary of 19_RandomForest

Random Forest
-n_jobs: −1
-criterion: squared_error
-max_features: 0.7
-min_samples_split: 50
-max_depth: 3
-eval_metric_name: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.15. Summary of 19_RandomForest_GoldenFeatures

Random Forest
-n_jobs: −1
-criterion: squared_error
-max_features: 0.7
-min_samples_split: 50
-max_depth: 3
-eval_metric_name: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.16. Summary of 1_Default_LightGBM_GoldenFeatures

LightGBM
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: regression
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-num_leaves: 63
-learning_rate: 0.05
-feature_fraction: 0.9
-bagging_fraction: 0.9
-min_data_in_leaf: 10
-metric: rmse
-custom_eval_metric_name: None
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.17. Summary of 11_LightGBM_GoldenFeatures

LightGBM
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: regression
-num_leaves: 63
-learning_rate: 0.2
-feature_fraction: 0.5
-bagging_fraction: 1.0
-min_data_in_leaf: 10
-metric: rmse
-custom_eval_metric_name: None
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.18. Summary of 1_Default_LightGBM_GoldenFeatures_RandomFeature

LightGBM
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: regression
-num_leaves: 63
-learning_rate: 0.05
-feature_fraction: 0.9
-bagging_fraction: 0.9
-min_data_in_leaf: 10
-metric: rmse
-custom_eval_metric_name: None
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.19. Summary of 1_Default_LightGBM_GoldenFeatures_SelectedFeatures

LightGBM
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: regression
-num_leaves: 63
-learning_rate: 0.05
-feature_fraction: 0.9
-bagging_fraction: 0.9
-min_data_in_leaf: 10
-metric: rmse
-custom_eval_metric_name: None
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.20. Summary of 19_RandomForest_GoldenFeatures_SelectedFeatures

Random Forest
-n_jobs: −1
-criterion: squared_error
-max_features: 0.7
-min_samples_split: 50
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-max_depth: 3
-eval_metric_name: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.21. Summary of 6_Xgboost_SelectedFeatures

Extreme Gradient Boosting (Xgboost)
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: reg:squarederror
-eta: 0.075
-max_depth: 8
-min_child_weight: 5
-subsample: 1.0
-colsample_bytree: 1.0
-eval_metric: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.22. Summary of 4_Default_NeuralNetwork_SelectedFeatures

Neural Network
-n_jobs: −1
-dense_1_size: 32
-dense_2_size: 16
-learning_rate: 0.05
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.23. Summary of 23_LightGBM_GoldenFeatures_SelectedFeatures

LightGBM
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: regression
-num_leaves: 63
-learning_rate: 0.1
-feature_fraction: 0.9
-bagging_fraction: 0.9
-min_data_in_leaf: 10
-metric: rmse
-custom_eval_metric_name: None
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.24. Summary of 24_LightGBM_GoldenFeatures

LightGBM
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: regression
-num_leaves: 63
-learning_rate: 0.1
-feature_fraction: 0.9
-bagging_fraction: 0.9
-min_data_in_leaf: 10
-metric: rmse
-custom_eval_metric_name: None
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.25. Summary of 25_RandomForest_GoldenFeatures_SelectedFeatures

Random Forest
-n_jobs: −1
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-criterion: squared_error
-max_features: 0.7
-min_samples_split: 50
-max_depth: 4
-eval_metric_name: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.26. Summary of 26_RandomForest_GoldenFeatures

Random Forest
-n_jobs: −1
-criterion: squared_error
-max_features: 0.7
-min_samples_split: 50
-max_depth: 4
-eval_metric_name: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.27. Summary of 27_Xgboost_SelectedFeatures

Extreme Gradient Boosting (Xgboost)
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: reg:squarederror
-eta: 0.075
-max_depth: 7
-min_child_weight: 5
-subsample: 1.0
-colsample_bytree: 1.0
-eval_metric: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.28. Summary of 28_Xgboost_SelectedFeatures

Extreme Gradient Boosting (Xgboost)
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: reg:squarederror
-eta: 0.075
-max_depth: 9
-min_child_weight: 5
-subsample: 1.0
-colsample_bytree: 1.0
-eval_metric: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.29. Summary of 29_Xgboost

Extreme Gradient Boosting (Xgboost)
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: reg:squarederror
-eta: 0.075
-max_depth: 7
-min_child_weight: 5
-subsample: 1.0
-colsample_bytree: 1.0
-eval_metric: rmse
-explain_level: 1
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Appendix A.30. Summary of 30_Xgboost

Extreme Gradient Boosting (Xgboost)
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: reg:squarederror
-eta: 0.075
-max_depth: 9
-min_child_weight: 5
-subsample: 1.0
-colsample_bytree: 1.0
-eval_metric: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.31. Summary of 31_CatBoost

CatBoost
-n_jobs: −1
-learning_rate: 0.1
-depth: 6
-rsm: 1
-loss_function: MAE
-eval_metric: RMSE
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.32. Summary of 32_LightGBM_GoldenFeatures_SelectedFeatures

LightGBM
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: regression
-num_leaves: 63
-learning_rate: 0.1
-feature_fraction: 0.8
-bagging_fraction: 0.9
-min_data_in_leaf: 10
-metric: rmse
-custom_eval_metric_name: None
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.33. Summary of 33_LightGBM_GoldenFeatures_SelectedFeatures

LightGBM
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: regression
-num_leaves: 63
-learning_rate: 0.1
-feature_fraction: 1.0
-bagging_fraction: 0.9
-min_data_in_leaf: 10
-metric: rmse
-custom_eval_metric_name: None
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.34. Summary of 34_LightGBM_GoldenFeatures_SelectedFeatures

LightGBM
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: regression
-num_leaves: 63
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-learning_rate: 0.05
-feature_fraction: 0.8
-bagging_fraction: 0.9
-min_data_in_leaf: 10
-metric: rmse
-custom_eval_metric_name: None
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.35. Summary of 35_LightGBM_GoldenFeatures_SelectedFeatures

LightGBM
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: regression
-num_leaves: 63
-learning_rate: 0.05
-feature_fraction: 1.0
-bagging_fraction: 0.9
-min_data_in_leaf: 10
-metric: rmse
-custom_eval_metric_name: None
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.36. Summary of 36_RandomForest_GoldenFeatures_SelectedFeatures

Random Forest
-n_jobs: −1
-criterion: squared_error
-max_features: 0.6
-min_samples_split: 50
-max_depth: 4
-eval_metric_name: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.37. Summary of 37_RandomForest_GoldenFeatures_SelectedFeatures

Random Forest
-n_jobs: −1
-criterion: squared_error
-max_features: 0.8
-min_samples_split: 50
-max_depth: 4
-eval_metric_name: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.38. Summary of 38_RandomForest_GoldenFeatures_SelectedFeatures

Random Forest
-n_jobs: −1
-criterion: squared_error
-max_features: 0.6
-min_samples_split: 50
-max_depth: 3
-eval_metric_name: rmse
-explain_level: 1
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Appendix A.39. Summary of 39_RandomForest_GoldenFeatures_SelectedFeatures

Random Forest
-n_jobs: −1
-criterion: squared_error
-max_features: 0.8
-min_samples_split: 50
-max_depth: 3
-eval_metric_name: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.40. Summary of 40_Xgboost_SelectedFeatures

Extreme Gradient Boosting (Xgboost)
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: reg:squarederror
-eta: 0.075
-max_depth: 9
-min_child_weight: 1
-subsample: 1.0
-colsample_bytree: 1.0
-eval_metric: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.41. Summary of 41_Xgboost_SelectedFeatures

Extreme Gradient Boosting (Xgboost)
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: reg:squarederror
-eta: 0.075
-max_depth: 9
-min_child_weight: 10
-subsample: 1.0
-colsample_bytree: 1.0
-eval_metric: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.42. Summary of 42_Xgboost_SelectedFeatures

Extreme Gradient Boosting (Xgboost)
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: reg:squarederror
-eta: 0.075
-max_depth: 7
-min_child_weight: 1
-subsample: 1.0
-colsample_bytree: 1.0
-eval_metric: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.43. Summary of 43_Xgboost_SelectedFeatures

Extreme Gradient Boosting (Xgboost)
-n_jobs: −1
-objective: reg:squarederror
-eta: 0.075
-max_depth: 7
-min_child_weight: 10
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-subsample: 1.0
-colsample_bytree: 1.0
-eval_metric: rmse
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.44. Summary of 48_NeuralNetwork_SelectedFeatures

Neural Network
-n_jobs: −1
-dense_1_size: 32
-dense_2_size: 8
-learning_rate: 0.05
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.45. Summary of 49_NeuralNetwork_SelectedFeatures

Neural Network
-n_jobs: −1
-dense_1_size: 32
-dense_2_size: 32
-learning_rate: 0.05
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.46. Summary of 50_NeuralNetwork

Neural Network
-n_jobs: −1
-dense_1_size: 32
-dense_2_size: 8
-learning_rate: 0.05
-explain_level: 1

Appendix A.47. Summary of 51_NeuralNetwork

Neural Network
-n_jobs: −1
-dense_1_size: 32
-dense_2_size: 32
-learning_rate: 0.05
-explain_level: 1
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